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Abstract
Reviewing the important problem of simultaneous localisation and map-building, we emphasise its genericity and in particular draw parallels between the often divided fields of computer vision and robot navigation. We compare sequential
techniques with the batch methodologies currently prevalent in computer vision, and explain the additional challenges presented by real-time constraints which mean that there is still much work to be done in the sequential case, which when solved
will lead to impressive and useful applications. In a detailed tutorial on map-building using first-order error propagation,
particular attention is drawn to the roles of modelling and an active methodology. Finally, recognising the critical role of software in tackling a generic problem such as this, we announce the distribution of a proven and carefully designed open-source
software framework which is intended for use in a wide range of robot and vision applications. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
Keywords: Navigation; Map-building; Localisation; Sequential versus batch; Active sensing

1. Introduction
Structure from motion in computer vision and simultaneous map-building and localisation for mobile robots
(“SLAM”) are two views of the same problem. The situation under consideration is that of a body which moves
through a static environment about which it has little or no prior knowledge, and measurements from its sensors are
used to provide information about its motion and the structure of the world. This body could be a single camera, a
robot with various sensors, or any other moving object able to sense its surroundings. Nevertheless, in recent years,
research has taken many paths for solving this problem with a lack of acknowledgement of its general nature, with
a particular divide arising between robotic and “pure vision” approaches.
Crucially, in this paper, we are interested in the sequential case, where map-building and localisation are able
to proceed in a step-by-step fashion as movement occurs. We will contrast this with situations where the batch
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methods currently prevalent in computer vision (and their cousins in robot map-building) can be applied, where
measurements from different time steps are used in parallel after the event. Despite renewed interest in sequential
map-building from the robotics community, in computer vision, recent successful work in off-line reconstruction
from image sequences has conspicuously not been accompanied by advances in real-time methods. Sequential
map-building is a problem which is far from being solved, and we will look at the state of the art and its limitations.
1.1. Applications
In map-building applications where localisation or map estimates are needed quickly and successively, either
to supply data to external processes in real-time or to feed back into determining future actions, only sequential
methods can be used. For instance:
• Camera-based structure from motion methods that need to update in real-time, like in an inside-out head-tracking
application, where an outward-looking camera attached to a head-mounted display user’s head identifies and
tracks arbitrary features in the surroundings to calculate head movement, or in live virtual studio applications,
where the movement of television cameras needs to be known precisely so that live and computer-generated
images can be fused to form composite output.
• Autonomous robot navigation in unknown environments, where sensor readings are used to build and update
maps, and continually estimate the robot’s movement through the world.
1.2. Aims of this paper
1. To review and clarify the status of the sequential map-building problem, and emphasise its genericity within
robotics and computer vision.
2. In a detailed tutorial on map-building using first-order error propagation, to discuss a number of details about
implementing real sequential systems and explain the approaches which our experience has led to.
3. To announce the distribution of an open-source software package for sequential localisation and map-building,
designed with acknowledgement of the general nature of this class of problems and therefore readily applicable
in many applications, and already proven in varied research projects [6,7,14].

2. The challenges of sequential map-building
2.1. The key point
Thinking first not of actively adding to a map, but of updating uncertain estimates of the locations of various
features and that of a moving sensor platform measuring them in a sequential, real-time sense, the amount of
computation which can be carried out in each time-step is bounded by a constant. This follows simply from
thinking of implementing such a system, however fast the processor available, it can only do so much in a certain
time-step.
A major implication of this is that at a given time, we must express all our knowledge of the evolution of the system
up to that time with an amount of information bounded by a constant. The previous knowledge must be combined
with any new information from the current time-step to produce updated estimates within the finite processing time
available.
In the following sections, we will look at the approach that we are forced to take to fit this constraint and the
difficulties of this presents, since in sequential processing compromises must be made to maintain the processing
speed.
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2.2. Approaching sequential map-building
There would seem to be a difference between robot map-building for localisation, where the goal is to determine
the robot’s motion making use of arbitrary features in the environment as landmarks, and structure from motion,
where the interest is in the scene structure and not in the arbitrary path of the camera used to study it. However, it
is necessary, explicitly or implicitly, to estimate both sensor motion and scene structure together if either is to be
determined.
2.2.1. Batch methods
The optimal way to build maps from measurements from a moving robot or sensor is to take all the data obtained
over a motion sequence and analyse it at once. Estimates of where the robot was at each measurement location
are calculated altogether, along with the locations of the features observed, and then adjusted until they best fit all
the data. This is the batch methodology which is used in state-of-the-art geometrical vision to recover 3D structure
maps from video sequences and auto-calibrate cameras (e.g. [18,21]). In robot navigation, batch methods have a
shorter history but have appeared recently under the banner EM [20], where maps of natural features were formed
from a data set collected in an initial guided robot tour of an area; afterwards the robot could use the map during
autonomous navigation. However, while batch methods can build optimal maps from previously acquired data sets,
they do not offer a way to incrementally change maps in the way required by real-time applications as new data is
acquired. The key to why not is that the processing effort needed to calculate an estimate for each robot or camera
location on a trajectory depends on the total number of locations. If the robot or camera moves to a new location
and we wish to combine new measurement data with an existing map, all previous estimates must be revised. This
does not fit our requirement for constant processing cost for sequential applications.
A comment on uncalibrated methods, which have become closely intertwined with batch estimation in computer
vision: most advanced structure from motion approaches operate by assuming that certain parameters defining the
camera’s operation (such as the focal length) are completely unknown, and calculations take place in versions of
the world which are warped in some unknown way relative to reality via the mathematics of projective geometry.
Resolution to real Euclidean estimates only happens as a final step, often after an auto-calibration procedure. It
should be remembered that estimating the unknown calibration parameters of a camera in this way is somewhat
of a detail when it comes to the general problem of reconstructing the world from uncertain sensor measurements.
These warped worlds are of no use when we wish to incorporate other types of information; this could be data
from other sensors, but most importantly we mean motion information. Motion models are inextricably tied to the
real, Euclidean world — the argument may be made that things such as straight line motion are preserved under
projective transformation, but physics is also about rotations and scales (such as that provided by the constant of
gravitational acceleration). We argue that the best course for sequential methods is to place estimates in an Euclidean
frame straight away. Of course some things may be uncertain, such as absolute scales or calibration parameters,
but this uncertainty can be included explicitly in estimates and reduced as more data is acquired. We do not lose
any deductive power by doing this: we only add it. As will be explained below, when the interdependence between
estimates is propagated properly, we retain the ability to, for instance, estimate the ratio of the depths of two features
with a high precision, even if either individually is poorly known.
2.2.2. Sequential methods
To tackle the sequential case, we need a representation of the current “state” of the system whose size does not
vary over time. Then, this state can be updated in a constant time when new information arrives. Both the state and
the new information will be accompanied by uncertainty, and we must take account of this when weighting the old
and new data to produce updates. We are taken unavoidably into the domain of time-dependent statistics, whereas
the optimisation approach used in batch methods permits a more lax handling of uncertainty.
Something to clarify early on is that when we talk here about a state being of constant size, we mean that for
a map with a given number of features the state size does not change with time. The fact that the state size, and
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Fig. 1. Six steps in an example of sequential map-building, where a robot moving in 2D is assumed to have a fairly accurate sensor allowing
it to detect the relative location of point features, and less accurate odometry for dead-reckoning motion estimation. Black points are the true
locations of environmental features, and grey areas represent uncertain estimates of the feature and robot positions.

therefore processing burden, will increase as the number of features grows seems unavoidable. So to process maps
in real-time, we will be limited to a finite number of features. How to deal with more features than this limit is the
main challenge of sequential map-building research, and we will look at this further in Section 2.4.
Many early authors [1,8,11] took simple approaches for representing the state and its uncertainty; the locations of
the moving robot in the world and features were stored and updated independently. However, if any type of long-term
motion is attempted, these methods prove to be deficient: though they produce good estimates of instantaneous
motion, they do not take account of the interdependence of the estimates of different quantities, and maps are seen
to drift away from ground truth in a systematic way, as it can be seen in the experiments of the authors referenced
above. They are not able to produce sensible estimates for long runs where previously seen features may be revisited
after periods of neglect, an action that allows drifting estimates to be corrected [7].
To give a flavour of the interdependence of estimates in sequential map-building, and emphasise that it is important
to estimate robot and feature positions together, steps from a simple scenario are depicted in Fig. 1. The sequence
of robot behaviour here is not intended to be optimal; the point is that a map-building algorithm should be able to
cope with arbitrary actions and make use of all the information it obtains.
In (1), a robot is dropped into an environment of which it has no prior knowledge. Defining a coordinate frame at
this starting position, it uses a sensor to identify feature A and measure its position. The sensor is quite accurate, but
there is some uncertainty in this measurement which transposes into the small grey area representing the uncertainty
in the estimate of the feature’s position.
The robot drives forward in (2), during this time making an estimate of its motion using dead-reckoning (for
instance counting the turns of its wheels). This type of motion estimation is notoriously inaccurate and causes motion
uncertainties which grow without bound over time, and this is reflected in the large uncertainty region around the
robot representing its estimate of its position. In (3), the robot makes initial measurements of features B and C.
Since the robot’s own position estimate is uncertain at this time, its estimates of the locations of B and C have large
uncertainty regions, equivalent to the robot position uncertainty plus the smaller sensor measurement uncertainty.
However, although it cannot be represented in the diagram, the estimates in the locations of the robot, B and C are
all coupled at this point. Their relative positions are quite well known; what is uncertain is the position of the group
as a whole.
The robot turns and drives back to near its starting position in (4). During this motion its estimate of its own
position, again updated with dead-reckoning, grows even more uncertain. In (5) though, re-measuring feature A,
whose absolute location is well known, allows the robot dramatically to improve its position estimate. The important
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thing to notice is that this measurement also improves the estimate of the locations of features B and C. Although the
robot had driven farther since first measuring them, estimates of these feature positions were still partially coupled to
the robot state, so improving the robot estimate also upgrades the feature estimates. The feature estimates are further
improved in (6), where the robot directly re-measures feature B. This measurement, while of course improving the
estimate of B, also improves C due to their interdependence (the relative locations of B and C are well known).
At this stage, all estimates are quite good and the robot has built a useful map. It is important to understand
that this has happened with a small number of measurements because use has been made of the coupling between
estimates.
2.3. Propagating coupled estimates
To work with coupled estimates, it is necessary to propagate not only each estimated quantity and its uncertainty,
but also how this relates to the uncertainties of other estimates. Generally, a group of uncertain quantities is represented by a probability distribution in multiple dimensions, the form of which will depend on the specific agents of
uncertainty in the system. Representing arbitrary probability distributions is not straightforward: one approach uses
many random samples (sometimes called particles) to build up the shape, and has recently successfully been seen
in vision in the form of the Condensation algorithm [12] for robust contour tracking. This approach has also been
used in robot navigation for the problem of localisation using a known map [10], performing extremely well even
for the difficult problem of re-localising a robot which is completely lost. However, these Monte Carlo methods are
computationally expensive, and particularly are not applicable to the very high-dimensional map-building problem,
since the number of particles N, and therefore the computational burden, needed to represent fairly a probability
distribution in dimension d varies as
N

Dmin
,
αd

where Dmin and α are constants with α  1. In modern Condensation applications, the number of dimensions under
consideration is limited by computing power to perhaps something less than 10 if real-time operation is desired.
This is of course sufficient for estimating the location of a robot with a known map, but not when we simultaneously
need to estimate map parameters.
Currently more feasible is to propagate first-order approximations to probability distributions. Each estimated
parameter is accompanied by single numbers representing its variance and covariance with other parameters — a
vector of parameters has a covariance matrix filled with these elements. The Kalman filter is an optimal solution
to linear problems in which all noise sources are gaussian in profile, however, most map-building scenarios are not
linear, so in these cases, the extended Kalman filter (EKF) provides an approximation which in general has been found
to perform very well. Called “Stochastic Mapping” in its first correctly formulated application to robot map-building
[19], the EKF has been implemented successfully in different scenarios by other researchers [2,4,5,7,9,15]. Its main
weakness compared to the Monte Carlo methods is its inability to represent multi-modal distributions — where
an estimate has two or more peak values that are most likely, with unlikely regions in between. The Monte Carlo
methods gain greatly in robustness through this ability. In first-order approaches, multiple hypotheses must be
considered externally and explicitly.
2.4. The problems
We consider that there are two main challenges in sequential map-building using first-order uncertainty — these
are two things we have already touched on:
1. The growth of computational complexity with the number of map features.
2. Coping with mismatches (sometimes known as data association).
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We will see in Section 3 that correctly propagating the interdependence of map estimates requires a covariance
matrix to be updated whose number of elements grows as the square of the number of estimated parameters. Clearly,
the processing requirements quickly get out of hand as the map grows.
The first approach which can be taken is to keep the number of features low using sensible map management.
With today’s processing power, there need be little trouble with maintaining maps with features in the 50–100
range at decent update rates. This is quite sufficient for many localisation tasks within the confined areas: the
emphasis should be on using a small number of high-quality features, and on map using rather than wasteful
map-building. For the situation in question, the question “how many features need to be measurable at any given
time?” can be asked. The answer will depend on the localising power of a single feature measurement, which
depends on the sensor and feature types (for instance, for a camera moving in 3D, seeing just a single point
feature will not improve estimates along the several degrees of freedom which that measurement does not constrain,
whereas for a robot moving in one dimension with a range sensor, measuring one feature tells it all it needs
to know), as well as potential desires for redundant measurements to improve robustness (see Section 3.5). A
management algorithm can then add new features to the map only in places where less than this desired number is
available.
For applications where the number of features must be larger, various authors have looked at ways to relieve
the complexity of large maps. One simple approach, similar to the map management above, is to delete features
from the map which do not provide much information [9]: for instance, if two features lie close together, and their
estimates have become closely coupled, one can be deleted without sacrificing much information. This opens up the
question of which features provide the best localisation information — something also looked at in [5] with regard
to active choice among candidate measurements.
Other approaches split a large map into sub-maps, within each of which fully coupled map-building goes on as
normal but between which full coupling is not maintained [4,16]. While in a certain area, the robot will only observe
features in the current sub-map and only update estimates for this sub-map in real-time. This is an approximation,
since in truth each feature estimate is related to every other in the world map, but can be effective when the
coupling between sub-maps can be represented as a single parameter: all the estimates in sub-map A have a similar
dependence on all of those in sub-map B. This is likely to be the case if the robot spends long periods of time
confined to each sub-map region rather than frequently moving between them. There are still many issues to settle
with these approaches, such as how sub-map areas should be delineated.
McLauchlan’s VSDF [17] is a powerful framework which marries sequential and batch methods, and has been
used in several different vision applications. It is based on the propagation of inverse covariance matrices (called
information matrices), a strategy which provides some computational advantages, and offers an efficient sequential
mode, though this mode makes implicit approximations by ignoring some non-diagonal matrix elements and it is
not clear how these approximations compare with other possibilities. Covariance intersection [24], a general tool
for distributed estimation, has also been touted as suitable for map-building, though its generalisations may be too
forgiving to produce estimates as good as other more specific methods.
A final approach [5] suggests that while maintaining a full single map, current active parts can be kept fully
up-to-date while currently uninteresting regions are kept on “the back burner” — or perhaps in a hierarchy of updatedness — and proves that it is possible to bring these back up-to-date at a later stage with no loss of information. This
method is certainly interesting, particularly because the hierarchy idea provides possibilities for multiple-hypothesis
branching at various levels, but presents large challenges in terms of management: deciding which parts should be
updated or left to simmer.
We will look in Section 3.5 that how it is possible to use redundancy and methods like RANSAC to reduce the
chances of falling prey to mismatches at the measurement stage, but more generally dealing with this problem requires
a multiple-hypothesis approach where estimates fork and the decision on which branch is correct is postponed until
more evidence is available. There have yet to be any convincing demonstrations of how this can be incorporated
into rigorous sequential map-building. This should be a major focus of future research, since there is no point
in improving efficiency with methods which are still prone to instant failure at a mismatch. In our experience,
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map-building of the type described in Section 3 often can survive a mismatch, though this is by luck since the
method includes no model of these events.

3. Map-building with first-order uncertainty propagation: A tutorial
In the following section, we will look in detail at sequential map-building using first-order uncertainty propagation.
On its own, this represents an obvious and rigorous approach to map-building, but it is also the backbone of the
methods described in the previous section for improving efficiency. We will refer throughout to the moving sensor
body as “the robot”, but this can apply to a single camera or other unrobot-like object. “Feature” is also a general
term referring to any object the robot is capable of observing. Features can be points, lines, planes, cylinders or any
other type of geometrical object.
3.1. The state vector and its covariance
Current estimates of the state of the robot and the scene features which are known about are stored in the system
state vector x̂ and the uncertainty of the estimates in the covariance matrix P. x̂ and P will change in size dynamically
as features are added to or deleted from the map. They are partitioned as follows:
 


x̂v
Pxy1
Pxy2 · · ·
Pxx
 ŷ 
P

 1
 y1 x Py1 y1 Py1 y2 · · · 




x̂ =  ŷ  ,
P = P
Py2 y1 Py2 y2 · · ·  .
 2
 y2 x

..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
x̂v is the robot state estimate, and ŷi the estimated state of the ith feature. By the “state” of the robot and features,
generally we mean a vector of all the parameters in which we are interested relating to those objects. Of course, this
means their positions, which can be defined by a number of parameters depending on the geometrical type of the
object and dimensionality of the map; but also, there may be other parameters which we would like the estimate,
usually because they will affect future motion or measurements.
For dynamically moving objects, it is necessary to estimate higher-order motion parameters (velocity, acceleration,
etc.). The number of derivatives needed depends on the expected motion (see Section 3.3). As another example, a
robot may have redundant axes of movement whose status is important but which are not uniquely defined by the
robot’s geometrical position. These extra parameters can also be used for calibration constants, which are initially
only approximately known but whose accuracy will improve with the evolution of the system.
3.2. Coordinate frames and initialisation
When a robot moves in the surroundings which are initially completely unknown, the choice of a world coordinate
frame is arbitrary. The only things that can be reported on are the location of the robot relative to any features detected.
Indeed, one possible approach is to do away with a world coordinate frame altogether and estimate just the locations
of features in a frame which is fixed to the robot; robot motions appear simply as backward feature movements.
However, there is not a large computational penalty in including an explicit robot state, and more importantly in
most applications of map-building, there will be some interaction with information from other sources, which could
be in the form of some prior-known feature positions, or maybe simply metric way-points through which the robot
is required to move — a world coordinate frame is necessary to interact with information of this kind.
If there is no prior knowledge of the environment, the coordinate frame can be defined to have its origin at the
robot’s starting position, and the initial uncertainty relating to the robot’s position in Pxx is set to zero. If there
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is prior knowledge of some feature locations, this is put into the map explicitly and it is this which defines the
coordinate frame. The robot’s starting position relative to these features must also be input, and both robot and
feature positions should be assigned as suitable initial covariance values. It is not reasonable to set both the robot
and feature covariances to zero, because their relative locations can never be perfectly known; a typical initial
situation would be to have several very well-known feature positions with low covariance effectively pinning down
the coordinate frame, with a more uncertain robot starting location.
3.3. Motion
What happens to the estimate of the robot’s position during a movement? The answer is that we should model its
movement as best as possible with a motion model fv (xv , u), and add to the system covariance to account for our
uncertainty in this motion estimate (the process noise Q).
In batch structure from motion, there is typically no motion modelling. The assumption made is that at each new
camera position, there is no prior location knowledge; that is to say, there is infinite uncertainty (though there may
be constraints on some movement dimensions in certain scenarios). In the quasi-static case where these methods
are applied to this is sensible. However, when working in the time-domain, there is always extra information to be
had by modelling motion. This model may be very simple or vague, but the best thing to do is to set it up as honestly
as possible and make use of it. Quoting from Torr et al. [22], who in turn cites Jaynes [13]:
Some will complain that to use Bayesian methods one must introduce arbitrary priors on the parameters. However,
far from being a disadvantage, this is a tremendous advantage as it forces open acknowledgement of what
assumptions were used in designing the algorithm, which all too often are hidden away beneath the veneer of
equations.
There are many types of motion model depending on the level of our knowledge about the system. In the case
that we have knowledge of the control parameters of a robot (such as “drive forward at 1 ms−1 for one second with
a steering angle of 5◦ ”), which is the case for a robot which is controlling its own navigation, we can potentially
make quite an accurate motion estimate and the process noise covariance will be small. However, if we want to
estimate the motion of a camera strapped to an independently manoeuvring human head, we can make much less
precise assumptions: for instance, that the head will keep moving more or less at its current speed, or maybe that
it is slightly more likely to slow down than speed up, given that the person is probably moving within a confined
space (see the auto-regressive models of [12]).
Process noise accounts for the things that we do not attempt to model. There is of course no such thing as random
noise in (classical!) physics: bodies move deterministically. It is just that we cannot know all the details of what is
happening to them, though in theory we could model everything (slipping wheels; human joints, muscles, chemical
reactions!). Models have to stop somewhere: the rest of what is going on we call process noise, and estimate the
size of its effect.
The robot’s motion is discretised into finite steps, with an incrementing label k affixed to each. There is no need
for the length of these steps to be equal in time, though this will often be the case. (One point we would like to
highlight is that many navigation researchers have used unnecessarily simple motion models for their mobile robots;
e.g. [8], where a model for car-like motion is used which is an approximation for small t: in this case, it is quite
straightforward to construct a motion model which does not require short time steps [5].) In a Jacobian calculation,
we change the state and covariance as follows:


fv (xv (k|k), u(k)


ŷ1 (k|k)



,
x̂(k + 1|k) = 
(1)

ŷ2 (k|k)


..
.
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∂fv
∂fv T
 ∂x Pxx (k|k) ∂x + Q(k)
v
 v


∂fv T

P
(k|k)
y
x

1
∂xv
P(k + 1|k) = 


∂f T

Py2 x (k|k) v

∂xv


..
.

∂fv
Pxy (k|k)
∂xv 1

∂fv
Pxy (k|k)
∂xv 2
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Py1 y2 (k|k)

Py2 y1 (k|k)

Py2 y2 (k|k)

..
.
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3.4. Measurements: Selection, prediction and searching
The way to measure a particular feature i is determined by its feature measurement model hi (xv , yi ), and the
measurement noise R. Analogous to process noise, measurement noise takes account of the things which we do
not model in the feature measurement model. Whenever we wish to measure a particular feature, the value of the
measurement can be predicted by substituting current estimates x̂v and ŷi into the expression for hi . From the
predicted value of a measurement, we can calculate, based on the knowledge about the particular feature type and
saved information, on what the first initialisation measurement of this feature was, whether it is worth trying to
measure it. For instance, when measuring point features visually with correlation, there is little chance of a successful
match if the current viewpoint is far from the original viewpoint. In this way, regions of measurability can be defined
for each feature, and aid robustness by only allowing match attempts from positions where the chances are good.
The innovation covariance Si is how much the actual measurement zi is expected to deviate from this prediction:
Si =

∂hi
∂hi T ∂hi
∂hi T ∂hi
∂hi T ∂hi
∂hi T
Pxx
+
Pxyi
+
Pyi x
+
Pyi yi
+ R.
∂xv
∂xv
∂xv
∂yi
∂yi
∂xv
∂yi
∂yi

(3)

Calculating Si before making measurements allows us to form a search region in measurement space for each
feature at a chosen number of standard deviations. This is a large advantage because it allows the adoption of an
active approach: we need only direct searching attention to this area, maximising computational resources and
minimising the chance of obtaining a mismatch.
It is also possible to make decisions on which of several potentially measurable features to observe as a priority
based on Si : if the measurement cost for each candidate is similar, it is favourable to make a measurement where Si
has a high value because there is most information to be gained here. There is no point in making a measurement
when the result is predictable [7]. If measurements are continually chosen like this, the uncertainty in any particular
part of the map can be stopped from getting out of control, a situation which would lead to large search regions and
the high possibility of mismatches, and to the potential breaking of the linearisation approximations of the EKF.
3.5. Updating after a measurement
After attempting measurements, those that were successful are used to update the state estimates. How do we
know which were successful? Clearly there are some cases where failures are apparent, by matching scores below
a given threshold for instance. However, in other cases we would not know: something has been found within the
innovation covariance-bounded search region, but is it the feature we were looking for or just something else that
looks the same?
One way to pick the good measurements from the bad is make a lot of measurements at the same time, and
then look for sets among them which agree with each other: these are likely to be the correct matches, since no
correlation is expected amongst the failures — this algorithm, RANSAC, is commonly used to lend robustness to
batch methods [23]. To use RANSAC here, we try to update with randomly selected subsets of the measurements,
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and look for updated robot position estimates which agree. The bad matches can then be marked as such and the
update performed with just the good ones.
To update the map based on a set of measurements zi , we perform EKF updates as below. Because the measurements are independent, these updates can be done in sequence rather than stacking all the measurements into
one large vector and doing everything at once (this is computationally beneficial because smaller S matrices are
inverted). Note further that if a particular zi has diagonal measurement noise R, we can further subdivide to the
individual measurement parameters for the sequential updates.
For each independent measurement hi , the Kalman gain W can be calculated and the state updated as follows:




Pxx
Pxyi
P 
P

y1 x  ∂h T
 y1 yi  ∂hi T −1
∂hi T −1 
i
−1




S = P 
W=P
Si +  P
Si ,
(4)

∂x i
 y2 x  ∂xv
 y2 yi  ∂yi
..
..
.
.
x̂new = x̂old + W(zi − hi ),
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3.6. Initialising a new feature
When an unknown feature is first observed, a measurement zi is obtained from its position relative to the robot. If
the measurement function hi (xv , yi ) is invertible to yi (xv , yi ), we can initialise the feature state as follows (assuming
here that two features are known and the new one becomes the third):
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It should be noted that some bias is introduced into the map in initialising features in this way if (as is usual) the
measurement process is non-linear.
If hi is not invertible, it means that a single measurement does not give enough information to pinpoint the feature
location (for instance, a single view of a point feature from a single camera only defines a ray on which it lies).
The approach that must be followed here is to initialise it into the map as a partially initialised feature ypi , with a
different geometrical type (e.g. a line feature to represent the ray we know a point must lie on), and wait until another
measurement from a different viewpoint allows resolution. At this stage, a special second initialisation function
yi (xv , ypi , zi ) allows the actual state yi to be determined from the partially initialised state and new measurement
(feature types which require more than two steps for initialisation are also possible).
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Once initialised, a feature has exactly the same status in the map as those whose positions may have been given
as prior knowledge.
3.7. Deleting a feature
Deleting a feature from the state vector and covariance matrix is a simple case of removing the rows and columns
which contain it. An example in a system where the second of three known features is deleted would be
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In automated map-maintenance, features can be deleted if a large proportion of attempted measurements fail when
the feature is expected to be measurable. This could be due to features not fitting the assumptions of their model (an
assumed point feature which in fact contains regions of different depths and therefore appears very different from a
new viewpoint for instance), or possibly occlusion — leading to the survival of features which do not suffer these
fates.

4. Software and implementations
Acknowledgement of the generic properties of the sequential map-building problem and experience with different
robot systems has led to the evolution of our original application-specific software into a general framework called
Scene, efficiently implemented in C++ and designed with orthogonal axes of flexibility in mind:
1. Use in many different application domains; from multiple robots navigating in 1D, 2D or 3D with arbitrary
sensing capabilities, to single camera.
2. Implementation of different mapping algorithms and approaches to dealing with the complexity of sequential
map-building.
Scene is now available with full source code (under the GNU Lesser General Public License) at http://www.robots.
ox.ac.uk/∼ ajd/Scene/. The distribution package includes interactive simulations precompiled for Linux which allow
immediate hands-on experience of sequential map-building in several real and simplified problem domains, the
additional tools which turn these into systems operating with real hardware, and substantial documentation.
To give an impression of how the general framework can be applied to various systems, details of some current
and planned implementations, differentiated by motion and feature measurement models plugged in as modules,
are given in Table 1. The simplest is a 1D test-bed, which is very useful for looking at what happens to robot and
feature covariances in various situations and under different algorithms. Our main work to date has been on robot
navigation using active vision [5–7], using mobile platforms which move in 2D and are equipped with steerable
camera platforms which make measurements of point features in 3D with stereo vision. As detailed in [6], the
software’s motion model formulation is flexible enough to permit cooperative position estimation by cooperating
robots, where one has stereo active vision and the other is blind, navigating primarily by odometry.
Current PC computers are powerful enough to perform correlation searches for many features at video frame
rate. Our current goal is to apply the Scene library to real-time camera position tracking using just inside-out image
measurements, potentially the “killer app” of sequential localisation and map-building, which would be useful in
applications such as inside-out head-tracking or the real-time virtual studio. The first demonstrations of this type
have just started to appear [3]. To be successful, it will be necessary to make use of many of the details explained
in this paper. For instance, RANSAC or similar must be used to detect failed matches fast because there will not be
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Table 1
Specifications for various implementations

World dimension
Position dimension
Motion model
State size
Control size
Feature measurement model
Feature dimension
Measurement size

1D test-bed

Nomad robot with stereo active vision

Camera position tracking

1
1
Velocity only
1
1
Point range measurement
1
1

3
2
Steer and drive
5
3
3D stereo point measurement
3
4

3
3
General motion in 3D
12
0
Single image point measurement
3
2

enough processing time available to propagate multiple hypotheses. A full 3D motion model estimating velocities
as well as positions must be used, and finally it will be necessary to use partially initialised feature representations
to bootstrap features in 3D from multiple views.

5. Conclusions
This paper has reviewed the current state of research into sequential localisation and map-building, in particular
drawing parallels between approaches in the fields of mobile robotics and visual reconstruction, and has discussed
the future direction of research in these domains as they are inevitably drawn closer together.
A detailed tutorial on techniques based on first-order uncertainty propagation has been presented, drawing attention to often neglected but important aspects such as modelling and active measurements.
The discussion in this paper is backed up with a proven, freely available open-source software library for sequential
localisation and map-building which is expected to be of benefit to researchers in many domains.
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